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ABSTRACT 
 
 Computer assisted avalanche forecasting has become a valuable tool in some forecasting operations in Canada. 
Avalanche forecasting models are based on statistical, numerical and/or rule-based methods, but usually predict 
natural rather than skier-triggered avalanches. A nearest neighbour forecasting model for skier-triggered avalanches 
on post storm weak layers was improved by adding snowpack properties including a stability index to 
meteorological variables. However, a skier stability index did not improve the forecasting success on storm snow 
instabilities. The best forecast could be achieved by using meteorological parameters.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
  
 In Canada, over the last century, the number of avalanche victims on roads or in buildings decreased 
significantly, whereas the number of avalanche deaths during recreation, such as skiing, rose. Regrettably this trend 
peaked in the winter of 2002/2003 when 29 people lost their lives to avalanches in the backcountry. Studies on 
avalanche accidents show that the victim or group members often trigger the avalanche (e.g. Jamieson and 
Geldsetzer, 1996). This emphasizes the importance of forecasting skier-triggered avalanches. Up to now most 
forecasting models predict natural or a combination of natural and artificially triggered avalanches, mainly using 
meteorological data. Jamieson (1995) showed that a stability index based on manual snowpack measurements was 
the most significant indicator for skier-triggered avalanches on persistent weak layers on a regional scale.  
 
 Dry slab avalanches on non-persistent weak layers of precipitation particles and related forms account for only 
8% of fatal avalanches in Canada, compared to 90% on persistent weak layers of hoar crystals that form on or in the 
snowpack. However, during and soon after a storm that buries a persistent weak layer, avalanche reports do not 
consistently distinguish if the avalanche ran on a persistent weak layer or a non-persistent weak layer within the 
storm snow. Hence, we assess our models separately for storm instabilities (persistent and non-persistent weak 
layers) and persistent weak layers after the first storm that buries them. The goal is to be able to run one forecasting 
model on a daily basis. The potential for triggering storm instabilities might be higher than the percentage indicates, 
but the reduced stability during storms is obvious and fewer people may expose themselves to avalanche terrain in 
stormy weather.  
 
 Computer assisted avalanche forecasting tools proved to be valuable in some forecasting operations in Canada. 
So far, computer programs are mainly used for data management and data visualization, whereas the use for data 
analysis and data exchange is presently limited. Most analysis tools still need to run more efficiently in operational 
mode and need to be configured for specific forecasting purposes in a forecasting area. Fortunately due to better 
computing capacities the models become more and more flexible and adaptable to different forecasting areas. 
However, the models have to prove that they can complement experienced based forecasting before operational use 
will spread.   
  
 The aim of this paper is to review types of existing forecasting models, to summarize the work done to forecast 
skier triggering on (post storm) persistent weak layers, and to assess the predictability of skier-triggered dry slab 
avalanches in storm snow.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Introduction to avalanche forecasting 
 In general avalanche forecasting is the prediction of current and future snow stability (McClung and Schaerer, 
1993). Well established avalanche control programs e.g. on highways and in ski areas use primarily conventional 
avalanche forecasting methods, as described in LaChapelle (1980), to assess the stability of the snowpack. The 
decision making process involves the evaluation of given parameters based on experience, intuition, and the local 
knowledge of the avalanche forecaster. However, in more recent years models have been developed to help the 
forecaster predict snow stability and thus to offer support, but not a definite forecast. In the end the forecaster is 
responsible for assessing the risk and deciding whether precautions, such as road closures or control shoots, are 
appropriate or not.  
 
 McClung and Schaerer (1993) distinguished between three classes of forecasting factors: 
 

Class I: Stability factors, including current avalanche activity, stability tests (e.g. Rutschblock, Compression 
and Shovel tests) as well as other signs of instability, such as cracking of the snowcover. 
Class II: Snowpack factors, such as the structure of the snowpack, including the existence of weak layers, 
crystal forms and sizes, densities and snow temperatures. 

 Class III: Meteorological factors, such as the temperature, winds, precipitation and humidity. 
 
 The uncertainty of these factors increases with the class number – this means, that Class I factors are more 
direct indicators of snow instability than are Class II and Class III factors. In conventional avalanche forecasting the 
forecaster uses the information of Class I and Class II factors effectively by applying their knowledge over time, 
even though snowprofiles are generally observed only once per week and stability tests are done intermittently and 
often at varying locations. On the other hand computer models require daily values of input variables and 
consequently the data available at an irregular basis have to be extrapolated over time.   
 
Computer assisted avalanche forecasting  
  Although computer models have been developed since the 1970’s (e.g. Judson and Erickson, 1973; Bois and 
others, 1974; Salway, 1979) the acceptance and the demand only increased over the last several years. The basic 
ideas behind these models have not changed, except that due to better computing capacities the interfaces are 
becoming more user-friendly, better visualization techniques are available and it is easier to configure these models 
to a specific forecasting area. Up to now forecasters seem to appreciate most the data visualization such as the 
graphical representation of forecasting factors and the mapping of avalanche activity over the forecast area. 
However, data analysis tools have great potential to be valuable for daily avalanche forecasting, but forecasters 
have to learn how to use the information models provide effectively. Avalanche forecasting models are based on 
statistical, numerical and/or rule-based methods, which can be summarized as follows:  
 

1) Deterministic models try to simulate the snowcover processes with physical formulas. In hydrological 
sciences numerical snowpack models are used for calculating the run-off in spring, but for avalanche 
forecasting purposes it is not enough to know the load of the snowpack. In addition it is crucial to model 
the layered characteristics of the snowpack, including weak layers along with the grain types, grain sizes, 
temperatures, and densities. CROCUS (e.g. Brun and others, 1989; Brun and others, 1992), developed in 
France and SNOWPACK (e.g. Lehning and others, 1998), developed in Switzerland are the snowpack 
models currently most relevant to avalanche forecasting. The simulated snowpack properties can be used 
for forecasting purposes or they can be further included into statistical models or expert systems. In 
Switzerland, for example, the forecasting service uses calculated new snow settlements from remote 
weather stations in their decision-making process. In France, the snowpack structure, as modeled by 
CROCUS, is further used in the expert system MEPRA, which estimates the avalanche hazard.  

2) Statistical models use a historic database to find the most significant weather and snowpack variables 
related to avalanche activity in a specific area. The most common methods include discriminant analysis, 
nearest neighbour analysis and classification tree analysis. Judson and Erickson (1973) describe 



discriminant analysis as a multivariate statistical technique of assigning data into two or more groups 
based on prior knowledge. Logical discriminations in avalanche forecasting are avalanche day (yes/no), 
avalanches (none/dry/wet) or the size of an avalanche. This analysis can also be used to assess the 
importance of predictor variables. The basic premise of a nearest neighbour model is that similar snow 
and weather conditions lead to similar avalanche situations (Schweizer and Föhn, 1996). Even though a 
probability can be calculated, the list of the avalanche activity on days with similar conditions is more 
meaningful to the forecaster (Buser, 1989). Commercially available nearest neighbour models, for 
example NXD and Cornice, only predict avalanche day (yes/no). McClung and Tweedy (1994) use 
parametric discriminant analysis using Bayesian statistics and cluster techniques in discriminant space to 
analyze avalanche occurrences by the method of nearest neighbours. Tree analysis is used to find an 
accurate classifier and to explore the interaction between predictor variables (Breiman and others, 1984). 
The classes can be defined in accordance to the forecasting purpose, e.g. the maximum size of an 
avalanche (e.g. Davis and Elder, 1994; Jones and Jamieson, 2001; Zeidler and Jamieson, in press). 

3) Expert systems try to simulate the reasoning of an avalanche forecaster. Through symbolic computing it is 
possible to incorporate information available to a forecaster, for example days on which control work was 
already done, which cannot be put in mathematical terms into the computer model. These models are 
flexible in the input, but do not rigorously calculate a specific result. MODUL and DAVOS (Schweizer 
and Föhn, 1996), developed in Switzerland, use an external judgment processor and “trained” it to 
recognize specific avalanche situations. As output the hazard is forecasted. Because the input is manual 
and the programs are interactive these models can be time consuming to run, which might be a 
disadvantage in operational forecasting. MEPRA, developed in France, assesses the snow stability and 
deduces a natural risk and an accidental risk (Durand and other, 1999) by combining deterministic 
(CROCUS), statistical and heuristic methods (Giraud, 1992). McClung’s (1995) snow profile assistant is 
an expert system, which assists persons with only a basic level of experience to analyze snow profiles. 
Attempts have been made to integrate neural networks into avalanche forecasting systems, which have the 
advantage of using incomplete and inconsistent data (Stephens and others, 1995). Schweizer and others 
(1994) introduced ALUDES as an avalanche forecasting systems, which integrates neural networks and 
rule-based systems. 

 
 Some models try to predict the hazard levels whereby others try to determine the likelihood of an avalanche 
occurrence. The models are getting more and more flexible and easier to adapt to specific forecasting purposes. For 
example on highways it might be more important to forecast the size of an avalanche to determine the potential of 
reaching the highway, whereas skiing operations are more interested in the potential of skier triggering, where even 
a relatively small slab avalanche might be harmful. 
 
Forecasting skier-triggered avalanches 
 As mentioned above, most computer assisted forecasting models predict natural avalanche activity and only 
few studies are concerned with the prediction of skier-triggered avalanche activity. Furthermore in combined 
datasets skier-triggered avalanches can be the reason for misclassified days. In 1983, for example, Buser analyzed 
misclassified cases from a nearest neighbour model and found that a skier-triggered avalanche occurred on a 
forecast non-avalanche day. Buser figured that the forecast would have been correct without the skiers. He 
concluded that this problem would become more important as more skiers expose themselves to avalanche terrain. 
Durand and others (1999) stated that statistical models work best for natural fresh snow avalanches, rather than for 
slab avalanches triggered by skiers, because they need careful tuning and a long calibration series. This implies that 
different predictor variables have to be considered when forecasting skier-triggered avalanche activity.  
 
 Jones and Jamieson (2001) assessed the importance of meteorological variables and previous avalanche 
activity with respect to skier-triggered dry slab avalanches in the Columbia Mountains of Canada. The authors used 
tree analysis to predict the largest size of the triggered avalanches and could correctly predict 67% of the days with 
hazardous skier-triggered dry slab avalanches, but stated that snowpack properties would improve the forecast on a 
regional scale. 
 



 Based on Jamieson’s (1995) finding that a snowpack stability index was the most significant indicator of skier 
triggering on persistent weak layers, Chalmers and Jamieson (2003) extrapolated the strength of surface hoar layers 
up to eight days ahead from the last study plot observations and successfully correlated a daily stability index, 
calculated with the extrapolated strength values, to avalanche activity. Zeidler and Jamieson (2002) used a similar 
approach and extrapolated the strength of layers of faceted crystals. Furthermore Zeidler and Jamieson (in press) 
incorporated a skier stability index, based on the extrapolation for surface hoar and layers of faceted crystals, load, 
and slab thickness above a persistent weak into a nearest neighbour model to forecast skier-triggered avalanches on 
persistent weak layers. The forecasting success is summarized in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Performance of Nearest Neighbour model to forecast avalanche days on persistent weak layers 
 
 Days 

forecasted 
Unstable days (DSI = 1) 
Correct   Wrong      % 

Stable days (DSI = 0) 
Correct     Wrong          % 

Fitness of batch test 
(%) 

 
With SK38, slab thickness 
and load 

 
478 

 
88 

 
20 

 
81 

 
312 

 
58 

 
84 

 
83 

 
 
Without SK38, slab thickness 
and load 

 
478 

 
80 

 
28 

 
74 

 
290 

 
80 

 
78 

 
76 

 
 
 The results show that a stability index (SK38) and snowpack properties (slab thickness and load) improve the 
forecast for skier-triggered avalanche activity on persistent weak layers.   
 
 The forecasting success for persistent weak layers encouraged us to try and forecast storm snow instabilities by 
incorporating a stability index based on shear frame data.  
 

STUDY AREAS AND DATASETS 
 

 Two study areas in the Columbia Mountains of western Canada are used in this paper. The Columbia 
Mountains are characterized by a transitional snow climate with a strong maritime influence (Hägeli and 
McClung, 2003). The first dataset is a combination of data from Glacier National Park and CMH Adamants 
(Figure 1) and is used to assess the predictive value of shear frame data to forecast skier-triggered dry slab 
avalanches in storm snow. The dataset from the area around Blue River (Figure 1) is used as a second 
forecasting area without using shear frame data. Figure 1 summarizes the origin of the available data.  

 

Rogers Pass study area: 
 
Mt. Fidelity @ 1905 m 

- Meteorological data 
- Regular study plot observations 
- Shear frame measurements in 

storm snow layers 
Round Hill (@ 2100 m on Mt. Fidelity) 

- Wind measurements 
CMH Adamants 

- Avalanche occurrences 
- End of the day stability ratings 

  
Nine years of continuous observations. 

Blue River study area: 
 
 Mt. St. Anne @ 1900 m 

- Meteorological data 
- Regular study plot 

observations 
Mike Wiegele Helicopter Skiing 

- Avalanche occurrences 
- End of the day stability 

ratings 
 
Ten years of continuous data. 

            
 
Figure 1: Study areas. M = Mike Wiegele Helicopter Skiing, A = CMH Adamants. 



  
 We use the meteorological and the shear frame data from Mt. Fidelity to predict the avalanche activity in the 
Adamants, an area about 50 km farther north. The Mt. Fidelity weather and study plot is located at 1905 m and 
therefore at an elevation commonly skied. A study plot in the Adamants is located at 1100 m, an elevation less 
relevant to skier triggering, but geographical closer to the ski runs. We compared the performance of a nearest 
neighbour model for both study plots on persistent weak layers (post storm) and were able to improve the forecast 
by 5% when using Mt. Fidelity weather and snowpack data instead of the weather data available in the Adamants. 
By doing this we assume that the snowpack and weather condition are similar over this region of the Columbia 
Mountains.  
  

STORM SNOW INSTABILITIES 
 
Methods 
 As mentioned above, we were able to improve the forecast of skier-triggered avalanche on persistent weak 
layers by incorporating a stability index and snowpack properties. Proceeding from this idea we thought it might be 
worthwhile to follow a similar approach for forecasting skier-triggered avalanches on storm snow instabilities. 
 
 The avalanche control section in Glacier National Park uses a stability index as the basis to determine the 
avalanche hazard of storm snow layers for natural avalanche activity (Schleiss and Schleiss, 1970). For this purpose 
they measure the strength of weak layers with a shear frame and calculate a simple stability ratio (S.F.) as follows: 
 

S.F. = shear strength / load per unit area above the weak layer 
 
 Empirical analysis suggests that a calculated S.F. of 1.5 or less indicates critical stability for natural avalanches 
(Schleiss and Schleiss, 1970). The question for our analysis is whether the same shear frame measurements can be 
used to forecast skier-triggered avalanches rather than natural avalanches. For this purpose we adjusted the 
measured strength value for the shear frame size and the normal load (Jamieson and Johnston, 1998). Further, 
instead of calculating S.F., we calculate a skier stability index SK38, which accounts for the ski penetration and 
slope angle typical of avalanche starting zones (38°).  
 
 During our analysis to predict the strength changes of storm snow instabilities over time without pulling shear 
frames we encountered quite a few problems. These include: 
 

1. Multiple weak layers in the storm snow, which can be deposited within hours. 
2. Shear frames pulled generally once a day whereas stability changes within hours. 
3. Tracking layers for two or more days, which makes the prediction of strength changes over time on a 24-

hour basis difficult. 
 
 As a consequence of these problems in our dataset we refrained from formulating an empirical model to 
calculate strength changes over time and focused on using measured strength values to assess the predictive value 
of stability indices in regard to skier-triggered avalanche activity on storm snow instabilities.  
 
 Our complete dataset included eight winters, each starting on December 1 and ending March 31, totaling 970 
forecasting days.   
 
Response variable 
 Similar to our analysis on persistent weak layers (Zeidler and Jamieson, in press) we defined a skier instability 
index (DSI) as response variable. We assigned DSI a value of one for each day in which one or more skier-triggered 
dry slab avalanches on storm snow layers were reported, or the ski guides operating in the area rated the stability at 
the end of the day as poor or very poor (Canadian Avalanche Association, 2002). In this analysis we consider 
avalanches with a minimum size of one (Canadian Avalanche Association, 2002). All other days are DSI = 0. This 
index allowed us to include days on which skier-triggered avalanches were likely, but due to limited conditions for 



flying (hence limited helicopter skiing) or the terrain selection of the guides, no dry slab avalanches on storm snow 
instabilities were skier-triggered.  
 
 This way we were able to define a daily skier instability index (DSI) for 789 out of 970 days with 551 non-
avalanche days (DSI = 0) and 238 avalanche days (DSI = 1); an actual avalanche occurred on only 133 days. Of the 
133 avalanche days, most avalanches released on surface hoar layers (54) and on layers of faceted crystals (3), the 
reminder were on weak layers within the storm snow.  
 
 In addition to forecasting DSI we made an attempt to forecast the maximum size of an avalanche occurrence, 
but the statistical analysis showed no significant correlations, possibly because avalanches only occurred on 133 
days. 
 
Predictor variables 
 Table 2 summarizes the daily predictor variables used in the statistical analysis for both study areas.  
 

Table 2. Daily predictor variables 
 

  

Abb. Definition Blue River Rogers Pass 
T a.m. Air temperature at a.m. (K)   
Baro a.m. Barometric pressure at a.m. (mbar)  ~ 
WD a.m. Wind direction at a.m. (°)   
RH a.m. Relative humidity at a.m. (%)   
WS a.m. Wind speed at a.m. (km h-1)   

WrunY 24 h wind run for previous day (km)   
HNY Height of new snowfall for previous 24 h (m)    
HS a.m. Height of snowpack at a.m. (m)    
PcpY Water equivalent of precipitation on previous day (mm)   
Strm Cumulative new snowfall (storm) since last day with less than 0.3 

mm of precipitation (m) 
  

Strm3day Cumulative new snowfall (storm) over the last three days    
TminY Minimum temperature for previous day (K)   
TmaxY Maximum temperature for previous day (K)   
RHmnY Minimum relative humidity for previous day (%)   
RHmxY Maximum relative humidity for previous day (%)   
WV Wind vector, magnitude of the direction and intensity of the wind  ~  
WSavg Average wind speed over 24 hours ~  
WDavg Average wind direction over 24 hours  ~  
WVavg  Average wind vector over 24 hours ~  
TriPrev Number of skier-triggered dry slab avalanches on previous day  ~  
DSSNP Skier-triggered avalanches in storm snow on previous day (yes/no)  ~ 
SK38 Skier stability index ~  

 
 The variables were chosen based on their availability and consistency. 
 
 In this analysis we calculated the skier stability index SK38, using measured strength values with a shear 
frame. This skier stability index includes the ski penetration, the slope angle and the load of a skier and cannot be 
calculated when the ski penetration is deeper than the weak layer. However, we assigned SK38 a value of 10 when 
the calculated ski penetration exceeded the weak layer depth because the storm snow was most likely not hazardous 
to skiers. We are aware that even if the ski penetration is deeper than the weak layer, avalanches might release due 
to the up and down motion of skiing, but consider that resulting avalanches would involve a relatively thin slab of 
soft snow rarely threatening to a skier. Altogether shear frames were pulled on 482 days out of which on 175 days 
the ski penetration did not exceed the depth of the weak layers and consequently we assigned DSI a value of 10 to 
the remaining 307 days.   
 



Statistical methods 
 The availability of the response variable DSI and the predictor variable SK38 allowed us to perform statistical 
analysis on 389 days (170 days DSI = 1, 219 days DSI = 0).   
 
 In consideration of the ordinal scale of the response variable non-parametric statistics were used (Burt and 
Barber, 1996). 
 

In a first step we assessed the importance of each predictor variable on the response variable DSI using 
Spearman rank correlations (Burt and Barber, 1996).  
 

In a second step we determined the importance of the combined effect of the predictor variables associated 
with DSI. A good exploratory technique is classification tree analysis, as described in Zeidler and Jamieson (in 
press). We set the prior probabilities to 0.45 for non-avalanche days and 0.55 for avalanche days to emphasis that it 
is more important to correctly forecast avalanche days than non-avalanche days. In other words it is more important 
to forecast unstable days correctly than stable days, because a day on which an avalanche occurred but was not 
correctly forecasted has higher consequences than a day without an avalanche where an avalanche was forecasted 
(Blattenberger and Fowles, 1995; Jamieson, 1995; Jamieson and Johnston, 1993). Setting the prior based on class 
size leads to less correctly classified avalanche days. Tree analysis can also be used to identify the importance of the 
predictor variables. 

 
In a third step we configured Cornice, a nearest neighbour model developed in Scotland, to see how the 

models performs in an operational mode.  
 

ANALYSIS OF STORM SNOW INSTABILITIES 
 
Spearman rank correlations with Daily Instability Index (DSI) 
 The results from the Spearman rank correlations are summarize in Table 3. 
 

Table 3. Spearman rank correlations with DSI 
 
Variable Valid N Spearman R p-level 
Strm3day 755 0.365 <1x10-17 
PcpY 755 0.364 <1E-17 
HNY 781 0.291 1.1E-16 
Strm 754 0.282 2.68E-15 
RHminY 781 0.271 1.22E-14 
RHmaxY 781 0.220 4.77E-10 
RH a.m. 780 0.217 9.18E-10 
T a.m. 779 0.191 7.65E-8 
TminY 781 0.167 2.59E-6 
WVavg 789 0.157 9.86E-6 
WSavg 789 0.151 1.97E-5 
WrunY 789 0.151 2.02E-5 
SK38 389 -0.199 8.03E-5 
TriPrev 771 0.137 1.32E-4 
WDavg 789 -0.127 3.48E-4 
WS a.m. 789 0.113 1.56E-3 
WV a.m. 783 0.111 1.88E-3 
TmaxY 781 0.109 2.29E-3 
WD a.m. 783 -0.052 0.15 
HS a.m. 789 0.008 0.817 

 
 Most of the predictor variables correlated with DSI, except the height of the snowpack and the wind direction 
measured in the morning. The explanations for the significant predictor variables are as follows: 
 



Temperature: The minimum, the maximum and the temperature in the morning showed positive correlations, 
indicating that warmer temperatures are associated with avalanche days. 
 
Humidity: The minimum, the maximum and the humidity in the morning are correlated positively with DSI 
showing that snow storm avalanches are associated with high humidity. 
 
Precipitation and new snow: The positive correlations indicate that the stress applied to the snowpack due to 
loading cause avalanches and the more rapidly load is applied the more the strength of weak layers will lag behind 
the stress. 
 
Wind: The positive correlations between avalanche days and wind speed variables are expected since at higher 
wind speed there is often greater loading of start zones. 
 
Skier-triggered avalanche activity from previous day: The positive correlations indicate that the more 
avalanches were triggered the day before, the more likely the forecast day is an avalanche day, which is expected 
because storms are often longer than one day. 
 
SK38: The negative correlation suggests that lower values of SK38 are associated with avalanche activity, as 
expected. 
 
 
Tree analysis 
 In the classification tree, the algorithm only selected precipitation as a splitting variable, as shown in Figure 2.  
 
 

PcpY<=10.35
229 133

0

0 1

 
 

Figure 2: Classification tree. Rogers Pass study area. 
 
 
 The critical value for the split is 10.35 mm implying that with lower precipitation over 24 hrs avalanches are 
less likely. The tree was constructed with a total of 362 day where the misclassification equaled 43/229 (19%) for 
non-avalanche days and 69/133 (52%) for avalanche days. This means that only 48% of the avalanche days were 
correctly classified. Because the classification tree algorithm did not select SK38 we conclude that this skier 
stability index is not as valuable for storm snow instabilities as for post storm avalanches on persistent weak layers. 
Additionally we extracted only time periods in which it was snowing to improve the classification for avalanche 
days, but also SK38 was not included in the tree.  
 
 The importance ranking showed that precipitation is the most important variable in classifying avalanche days, 
followed by the three day sum of the storm snow, the minimum humidity over the past 24 hours and SK38. But 
anyway these variables do not play a role for the classification tree construction. 
 
Nearest neighbour analysis 
 We ran Cornice using only meteorological parameters and the triggered avalanches from the previous day with 
the entire dataset of 789 days. The forecast was made for 783 days. The forecast was correct on 171 out of 238 



(72%) avalanche days and on 258 of 545 (47%) non-avalanche days. This result for avalanche days is much better 
than for the classification tree likely because the dataset for the tree analysis was only half as large due to the 
limited availability of SK38. 
 
 All in all it seems that the forecast of skier-triggered avalanches on storm snow instabilities is quite difficult 
even though the precipitation seems to be the most important predictor. One possible reason might be that 
avalanches on storm snow instabilities do not occur very often due to limited skiing or they are often not large 
enough to be consistently recorded, which would imply that the defined skier instability index does not represent 
the stability but the hazard to a skier.  
 
Results in Blue River 

The Blue River dataset included 1219 days of which 319 were avalanche days and the remaining 900 cases 
were classified as non-avalanche days, therefore this dataset was less balanced in regard to the response variable 
than the Rogers Pass dataset. 

Spearman rank correlations showed a similar pattern as the Rogers Pass dataset. Precipitation and calculated 
storm snow accumulations correlated most significantly with DSI whereas the snowpack height and the wind 
direction showed no significant correlations. 
 

In the classification tree analysis we set the prior probabilities to 0.4 for non-avalanche days and 0.6 for 
avalanche days to account for the unbalanced dataset and because of the greater consequences of misclassified 
avalanche days compared to misclassified non-avalanche days. The resulting tree is shown in Figure 3. 

PcpY<=4.25

TriPrev=0

PcpY<=1.79

TmaxY<=261.83

689 302

516 173

422 94

56 366

1

1 1

0 1

0 1

1 0

 
 

Figure 3: Classification tree. Blue River study area. 
 
 
 The classification tree constructed with the Blue River dataset is more complex, but also reveals precipitation 
as the most significant predictor. This is likely because precipitation is most directly related to load. Also the tree 
may be more complex due to the larger dataset (991 valid days). The misclassification was 408/729 (56%) for non-
avalanche days and 45/262 (17%) avalanche days. Here the priors we used play a major role in the poor 
classification of non-avalanche days. We consider this acceptable, given the importance of correctly forecasting 
avalanche days.  
 
  Using all variables listed in Table 2, we assessed the performance of Cornice as nearest neighbour software. A 
forecast was made on 1182 days with 179 of 273 (66 %) correctly forecasted avalanche days and 658 out of 909 
(72%) non-avalanche days. In this nearest neighbour model it is not possible to set prior probabilities and 



consequently the results might be influenced by the unbalanced dataset, which is reflected in the percentage for 
correctly forecasted avalanche days. 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 
 Computer assisted forecasting models have proved to be valuable in some forecasting operations in Canada. 
Data analysis models are based on statistical, numerical and/or rule-based methods. These methods have not 
changed in recent years, but the models become more and more adaptable to different forecasting purposes. Most of 
the models forecast natural avalanche activity, whereas we introduced the use of a nearest neighbour model to 
forecast skier-triggered avalanches on storm snow instabilities and (post storm) persistent weak layers. 
 
 To build on previous success with forecasting skier-triggered avalanches on persistent weak layers we tried 
various methods to forecast skier-triggered avalanches on storm snow instabilities.  
 
 We were not able to define an empirical model to forecast the strength of storm snow layers over time and 
consequently in order to calculate the stability index SK38, shear frame measurements were necessary. However, 
none of the statistical tests proved that the skier stability index SK38 improves the forecast of skier-triggered dry 
slab avalanches on storm snow instabilities so that there is no apparent value in measuring the shear strength with a 
shear frame on non-persistent weak layers to get a more accurate prediction. 
 
 The Spearman rank correlations showed that most of the predictor variables correlated with the response 
variable, whereas combined effects, as explored with tree analysis, did not show up, but most likely exist.  
 
 Precipitation proved to be the most important predictor variable in both study areas. This seems to be logical, 
because precipitation is directly related to the load and thus the quasi-static stress applied to the weak layers.  
 
 The nearest neighbour models showed the best results using meteorological data and the skier-triggered 
avalanches on the previous day, correctly forecasting 66-72% of avalanche days and 47-72% of non-avalanche days 
with skier-triggered avalanches on storm snow instabilities. 
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